UC San Diego
WELCOME

- Students
- Esteemed Faculty
- Parents and Families
- Revelle College Staff
- Guests
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE REVELLE COLLEGE CLASS OF 2020!

WE’RE PROUD OF YOU!
SHARE CONGRATULATIONS AND ADVICE WITH YOUR GRAD!

#UCSDGrad
#TritonGrad
#TritonPride
Campuswide Memorial Awards

Joseph E. Mayer Award for Outstanding Scholarship in Chemistry
Seth Vigneron
Biochemistry/Chemistry

Harold C. Urey Award for Outstanding Scholarship in Chemistry
Teffanie Goh
Chemistry

Huppert Award for Outstanding Student in Chemical Engineering
Salim Al Neesan
Chemical Engineering

Andrew Mitchell
Chemistry
Mathematics (Applied)

Cornelius Smith
Biochemistry/Chemistry
Campuswide Memorial Awards

*Henry G. Booker Memorial Honors Award*

Yazeed Alnumay  
Electrical Engineering

Jad Barrere  
Computer Engineering

Jiayi Luo  
Electrical Engineering

Chengfeng Wu  
Electrical Engineering

Kevin Youssef  
Electrical Engineering

Sunny Yu  
Electrical Engineering
Department Honors and Distinction

**BIOLOGY — Distinction in the Major**

Salam Allahwerdy  
Human Biology

Erika Barrall  
Microbiology

Carla Espinoza  
Biochemistry and Cell Biology

Yi Fu  
Biology with Specialization in Bioinformatics

Andy Kao  
Biochemistry and Cell Biology

Allison Kramer  
Human Biology

Ipek Midillioglu  
Molecular Biology

Emily R. Paris  
Biochemistry and Cell Biology

Janki Patel  
Physiology and Neuroscience

Berenice Ramirez Leal  
Human Biology

Isaac Tang  
Physiology and Neuroscience

Alexander Zhang  
Human Biology
Department Honors and Distinction

COGNITIVE SCIENCE

Distinction in the Major
Dylan Delmar
Cognition and Behavioral Neuroscience

Excellence in Promoting Diversity and Inclusion
Xirui He
Cognitive Science with Specialization in Neuroscience
Department Honors and Distinction

ECONOMICS

Excellence in the Joint Mathematics and Economics Major
Yazeed Alnumay
Economics

Seymour Harris Award for Excellence in Economics
Plinio Bicalho
Economics

HALICIOĞLU DATA SCIENCE INSTITUTE

Undergraduate Scholarship Project
Alexandra Keamy
Data Science

Data Science Scholar
Yu-Chun Chen
Data Science

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES PROGRAM

Distinction in the Major
Do Hun Kim
International Studies–International Business
Political Science/International Relations
Department Honors and Distinction

**NANOENGINEERING**

*Outstanding Student*
Chuying Huang  
NanoEngineering

*Ring Ceremony Award*
Leilani Kwe  
NanoEngineering

**PHYSICS**

*John Holmes Malmberg Prize*
Ian Newton  
Physics

*Shang-Keng Ma Memorial Award*
Taige Wang  
Physics

**POLITICAL SCIENCE**

*High Honors and the DeWitt Higgs Award*
Charlotte Zell  
Political Science
Department Honors and Distinction

PSYCHOLOGY

Excellence in Research Presentation
Sarah Amiraslani
Cognitive and Behavioral Neuroscience

Excellence in Developmental Psychology Research
Maxine Lydia Covello
Clinical Psychology

Excellence in Developmental Psychology Research
Finiva San San Antonio Ednalino
Developmental Psychology

Excellence in Promoting Diversity and Inclusion
Yasmine Kasiri
Human Biology
Department Honors and Distinction

PUBLIC HEALTH

Independent Study in Public Health Research

Suha Godil
Public Health

Outstanding Scholastic Achievement in Public Health

Karina Barajas
Public Health

Renaissance Majee
Public Health

Ivy Ng
Public Health

Miranda Pan
Public Health

Avianne Villanueva
Public Health
Department Honors and Distinction

**STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING**

*Salutatorian*

Sijia Yang  
Structural Engineering

**URBAN STUDIES AND PLANNING**

*Distinguished Senior Research Project*

Elizabeth Ashley Owen  
Urban Studies and Planning

*Pete Georgiou Award for Service*

Elizabeth Ashley Owen  
Urban Studies and Planning

**Real Estate and Development**

*First Place Poster*

Sabrina Rose Snowball  
International Studies–International Business  
Real Estate and Development
Revelle College Christine Norris Award for Highest Honors in the Revelle College Humanities Sequence

In commemoration of Christine Norris “for passing the torch to keep the fire for learning burning, to honor learning for the exceptional student, and to promote good learning and good teaching by all students as they exchange ideas with one another.”

— John A. Marino, Emeritus Professor of History (1946–2014)

Brady Goodall
Psychology/Clinical Psychology

Siddarth Krishnan
Philosophy
UC San Diego Alumni
Outstanding Senior Award
Revelle College

Emily R. Paris
Biochemistry and Cell Biology
F. Thomas Bond
Outstanding Academic and Leadership Award

Annie Chen
Human Biology
Paul K. Yu Outstanding Senior Service Award

Kirstin Pianalto
Psychology/
Developmental Psychology
Jennifer “Jen” Dutton Spirit of Community Award

Stephanie Pineda
Human Biology
Revelle College Leadership Awards

Ernest C. Mort
Leadership Excellence

Miranda Pan
Public Health

Revelle Student Affairs
 Spotlight

Sagar Bedi
General Biology

Hanyang Patrick Liu
Cognitive Science with Specialization in Neuroscience

Nicole Sowers
Literatures in English

Elizabeth Eileen Bottenberg
General Biology

Rupal Paliwal
Joint Major Mathematics and Economics

Allison Kramer
Human Biology
Global Health
Outstanding Teaching Award

Humanities, Fine Arts, and Social Sciences

Dr. Antony Lyon
Assistant Director
Revelle College
Humanities Writing Program
Outstanding Teaching Award

Humanities, Fine Arts, and Social Sciences

Dr. Leslie R. Lewis
Urban Studies and Planning
Division of Social Sciences
Outstanding Teaching Award

Natural Sciences, Engineering, and Mathematics

Dr. Philbert S. Tsai
Physics
Revelle College Graduation Committee

Miranda Pan, Chair
Public Health

Erika Barrall
Microbiology

Sagar Bedi
General Biology

Senuri Boralessa
Human Biology

Elizabeth Bottenberg
General Biology

Alexandra Keamy
Data Science

Allison Kramer
Human Biology
Global Health

Patrick Liu
Cognitive Science with Specialization in Neuroscience

Laura Morejon Ramirez
Aerospace Engineering

Sarah Murphy
Biochemistry and Cell Biology
Revelle College Graduation Committee

Jacob Ortega
Physiology and Neuroscience

Rupal Paliwal
Joint Major Mathematics and Economics

Emily R. Paris
Biochemistry and Cell Biology

Kirstin Pianalto
Psychology/Developmental Psychology

Stephanie Pineda
Human Biology

Veronnica Soteras
Global Health

Jessica Wong
Biochemistry and Cell Biology

Nancy Xu
Visual Arts (Media)